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OVERVIEW

Wonderful apartment of 540 m² with terraces and
fabulous views of Turó Park.

This spectacular apartment of 540 m² is located on the exclusive Avenida Pau Casals
in Turó Park, a very privileged neighbourhood of Barcelona's Zona Alta area.

This elegant, classic-style property offers a very generous surface area that is
distributed as follows. The elegant living room is divided into 3 different areas,
including a dining area which leads out to one of the terraces and offers access to
the kitchen, the living area with access to the second terrace which is south facing
with direct views of the park, and the pleasant library area that is currently used as a
study. In the day area we also find a guest toilet, a comfortable kitchen diner with
plenty of storage space and a service bedroom and bathroom.

The main bedrooms include a large master suite with lovely park views, its own
bathroom and 2 dressing rooms, a double suite and 2 further bedrooms with a shared
bathroom. Furthermore, the apartment comes with a parking space in the same
building, 3 storage rooms and a concierge service and 24-hour security surveillance.

An elegant home with a wonderful terrace and abundant space for a comfortable
family life next to the prestigious Turó Park.

lucasfox.com/go/bcn4753

Terrace, Concierge service, Lift, Parking,
Air conditioning, Exterior, Fireplace,
Heating, Security, Service lift,
Storage room, Transport nearby,
Walk-in wardrobe
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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